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YOUTH GOAL WITH WEIGHT IN THE
GROUND FRAME -EASYTEC-

SKU: 30074-E-GB

Type PROTECTOR
5 x 2 m
Safety net hooks
Fully welded
Color: natural aluminum

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

YOUTH GOAL WITH WEIGHT IN THE GROUND FRAME

The youth goal with weight in the ground frame -easytec- is made of aluminum and has a
size of 5 x 2 m. The goal frame is made of oval profiles (100 x 120 mm), while the ground
frame is made of square profiles (80 x 80 mm). The youth goal is completely welded in
one piece and has welded corner connectors. In combination with the strong welds, you
get a youth goal of extremely high quality. The goal with integrated counterweight also
comes with net hoops made of round tubing, resulting in the following projections: 0.80 m
at the top and 1.50 m at the bottom.

The youth goal with weight in the ground frame -easytec- meets the requirements of FIFA
as well as DFB (German Football Association). It is manufactured according to the valid
DIN 748 and is TÜV tested (TÜV - German Association for Technical Inspection).

Note: Goal net not included.
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Net suspension with net hooks

The plastic safety net hooks used in the easytec net suspension system have an
extremely flat design. As a result, they protrude only slightly from the goal frame profile.
This guarantees the safety of the athletes. Net installation is quick and easy with the help
of the net hooks. The goal net is still attached to the ground frame with the help of a
tensioning rope or alternatively with the help of a rod system (not included). For this
purpose, the youth goal with counterweight is equipped with welded eyelets.

Integrated anti-tilt device in the ground frame

The youth goal is secured against tipping over by a counterweight integrated in the
ground frame. To ensure that the goal can be moved around the sports facility despite the
additional weight, it also has two special wheels (foamed-in-place pneumatic wheels with
a diameter of 250 mm). These wheels have optimal running characteristics. The youth
goal is movable according to the width.

Buy secure goals directly from the manufacturer

Buy the youth goal with weight in the ground frame directly from the manufacturer! With
us, you are guaranteed to find the perfect soccer goal for your purpose: whether youth
goals (optionally with bolted anti-tilt device or weight in the ground frame), competition
goals in the size 7.32 x 2.44 m, training soccer goals, recreational goals or even mini goals
- there is something for everyone! As a manufacturer of sports equipment, we attach great
importance to durability and excellent quality of our products. Just choose the suitable
goal in our online store and let us convince you! You are also welcome to find out more
about the technical details of our goals for youth soccer.
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ZUSÄTZLICHE INFORMATIONEN

Goal projection top 80 cm

Goal projection bottom 150 cm

Goal Size 5.00 x 2.00 m

Goal frame profile Oval profile 100 x 120 mm

Ground Frame Profile Square Profile 80 x 80 mm

Model Fully Welded

Color / Surface Natural Aluminum

Goal net suspension Safety net hooks

Product Line easytec

Certification Mark TÜV tested

Installation Free Standing

Anti-tipping With Tip Safety

Drivability Mobile according to width

Type of Weights Weights in Ground Frame

ARENA net protection without net protection


